COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

OVERVIEW

Our in house computational tools and capabilities allow us to study a
wide range of hydrodynamic and aerodynamics problems related to our
diverse designs. We have multiple levels of fidelity from lifting line and potential
flow panel methods to full RANS calculations to suit each specific case. We
work with our clients to identify their performance goals, and then use the tools
which best match those objectives. We have the capability to run large
simulation workflows on a cloud clusters and get quick turnaround on
important design studies. A few example workflows are discussed below.

RESISTANCE & POWERING

For powerboats and sailboats under power, the most basic but essential
calculation for performance is that of the resistance curve which drives that
selection of power plant. For projects where powering performance is strictly
specified, we select the tool that will provide us a quick and accurate answer
for the hullform being considered.

HULLFORM OPTIMIZATION

Often times, the objective for a project is to achieve the best
performance at a single or fixed number of discrete operating conditions. In
this case, we concern ourselves with eliminating drag of all forms, increasing
efficiency, and studying in more detail the flow around our designs. These
simulations typically are iterative in nature, and we go back and forth with
client as new data is downloaded from the computational cluster and
analyzed until we converge on the best overall solution.

FOIL DESIGN
Hydrofoil design is a tricky business! We
have a number of tools we use to design and
analyze our latest geometries. The bulk of the
initial design work is done through an advanced
3D lifting line program which does well to
capture the bulk of the physics involved. We can
then model all the foils together in a numerical
towing tank, where all the flow structures and
physics are captured. This verifies the design is
behaving as we expect and we can make small
refinements as necessary to improve it. This
process also offers us a chance to calibrate our
lower fidelity tools and increase confidence in
our predictions. Advanced computational
models allow us to look at fine details of the
problem, like the shear stress distribution over the
wetted surface of hulls and appendages, the
complex streamlines near appendage
intersections and into propulsors, and surface
wakes. These types of analyses are rich with
information and provide strong guidance in
shaping future designs.

SEAKEEPING

Vessel motions, added resistance in waves, pitch and roll damping with
hydrofoils, and frequency domain seakeeping analysis are some of the objectives of
our dynamic simulations. Whether a new hullform needs tweaking for its specific
operating environment or an old one needs an update to correct some
uncomfortable motions, these type of simulations provide a lot of feedback about
how a boat moves in various sea states, and can be really beneficial in larger
workboats, ferries, or cruising boats where a higher premium is placed on passenger
comfort. Race boats can benefit as well where decreased response to wave
excitation makes the boat faster on all points of sail. A great example of this is rudders
with elevators on non-foiling boats which minimize pitching of the vessel and keep the
sails operating efficiently.

PLATFORM AERODYNAMICS

More than ever, aerodynamics is becoming critical to our design
process for high speed powerboats and foiling sailboats which generate
substantial apparent wind speeds. Many projects now have endplated
mainsails, aerodynamic fairings on the beams, and tailor made trampolines to
optimize the flow over the platform. In some cases, we look not just at
aerodynamic drag reduction but righting moment and or lift generation, and
crew placement.

VELOCITY PREDICTION PROGRAM
(VPP) INPUT DATA GENERATION
For high performance projects we are using North’s RunVPP, an advanced 6
degree of freedom VPP solver which sails the boat at a range of windspeed/headings
inside the computer with large matrices of force data for each aero/hydro
component of the boat at operating conditions the boat will likely experience. North
Sails provides the aero force data for the sails and then we will run the hulls and
appendages accordingly to generate their force data. Typically, the simulations run
for the VPP data find a balance between computational accuracy and throughput.
These matrices of data can quickly grow to thousands of points. They may not capture
the finest turbulent details of the flow, but they do identify major trends in the various
design parameters. Depending on the boat, sometimes a small amount of really good
data can be better than a large amount of bad data. The VPP’s truly are only as
good as the data we put into them, and we keep that constantly in mind as we
develop the range of data and the fidelity of the solutions.

FLUID STRUCTURE INTERACTION (FSI)
Understanding the coupling between fluid loads and structural
response has typically been studied with a one way approach where best
approximated loads are applied to a static structure to understand the
displacements. In reality, this process is strongly coupled and as performance
boundaries are pushed harder, intensive analysis of these interactions will
become more commonplace. Fully dynamic, time accurate simulations of
fluid-structure interaction of flexible structures in water are still in their infancy.
Currently, we have tools to study foil deflection, but we have the knowledge
base and our computational tools can be expanded to solve a wider range of
problems when ready.
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